


- Triplo Colpo is a thrilling 

attraction concept within a 

small land themed to an 

exaggerated version of Venice, 

Italy.

- Guests are immersed in an art 

heist storyline with the Puffino, 

a curious criminal organization.

- The ride experience ties in with 

the getaway aspect of an art 

heist offering three vehicles to 

escape with. 

- The various ride systems will 

“dual” with various “near miss” 

acrobatic elements.

High Level Concept

Architectural Inspiration

Dualing Dragons: Sunac Land 
Guangzhou, Guangdong.

Dynamic Attraction’s Dual 
Power Coaster

https://www.behance.net/gallery/16963731/Venice?tracking_source=search_projects_recommended%7CGAY%20
https://rcdb.com/15940.htm
https://rcdb.com/15940.htm
http://dynamicattractions.com/products/coasters/
http://dynamicattractions.com/products/coasters/


Notable Characters
The Veneziani
● The common citizens of our romanticized rendition of Venice performed by our 

employees. They are found as restaurant workers, shop clerks, custodians, performers, and 

workers in the museum section of the main attraction. They wear 20th century European 

fashion that corresponds to their acted occupation.

The Puffino
● The criminal organization called “The Puffins” in English took their name from the birds 

that nest on land, hunt the seas, and fly through the air, for that symbolizes the land, 

water, and flying vehicles that give them power. They operate in the underworld of Venice 

and aim to steal a valuable piece from the art museum. They are found as operators of the 

attraction and as undercover workers in parts throughout the land. Their clothes bear their 

puffin beak emblem as buttons, cufflinks, and badges.

Adventurous Tourists
● The guests of the land are at first just tourists of Venice, eating at restaurants, shopping in 

stores, and planning a visit to the art museum. Once they step into the art museum, they 

enter the story of Triplo Colpo, as The Puffino rope them into their devious scheme under 

the guise of a great thrill.

Puffin Beak Emblem



Land Map



- The land’s theming will present the idea that there are always deeper complexities that exist 
behind even the simplest of presentations.

- Entering Venice, guests are greeted by a plaza with opulent gardens and a fountain in the center. 
- Buildings with traditional Venetian architecture, canals, and more open waters surround the 

main walkways and courtyards of the land.
- The tracks of the main attraction will travel over the bodies of water for guests to see.
- Within the land includes:

- An art museum facade houses facade the centerpiece attraction Triplo Colpo. 
- Dining options featuring Italian cuisine.
- Shopping locations.

- Although these establishments will appear as local businesses run by the Veneziani, there will be 
several thematic elements that signify the involvement of the Puffino including:

- Logo emblems on the vehicles exhibited in the Vehicles Through Venice Tours. 
- Photographs and news clippings of members that have invested into Venice 

businesses.
- Signs of faulty counterfeits in the museum exhibits that they tampered with. 

- Guests wishing to delve into the lore of the land will find the story of Venice and the Puffino’s 
relationship within these details. 

Lore of the Land



- The attraction follows the story of an art heist 
in which the guests join the getaway portion 
as the art piece if stolen away.

- The attraction queue starts at the entrance to 
the Galleria dell’Innovazione, translated as 
the Innovation Gallery in English, and will 
have architecture inspired by places like the 
Gallerie dell’Accademia.

- The museum specializes in preserving, 
archiving, and displaying art that explores 
humanity’s desire to discover deeper methods 
of improving lives and achieving dreams.

Background

Gallerie dell'Accademia

https://media.cntraveler.com/photos/5d693f8c231ff40008bc8cd7/1:1/w_2580%2Cc_limit/Gallerie-dell'Accademia_GettyImages-153330457.jpg


- The first part of the queue through the 
museum passes by various art displays 
exploring the history of transportation with 
paintings, photographs, and sculptures that 
explore humankind's desire for ways to 
traverse expansive landscapes, vast oceans, 
and the endless sky. 

- The queue line then enters the pre-show 
themed to a corporate meeting room within 
the museum.

- The pre-show informs the guests of the 
Puffino’s intentions the plan for an art heist 
using their state-of-the-art vehicles

- Guests then exit the pre show theater and 
enter an underground warehouse where 
they can choose their experience: Land, Sea, 
or Air. 

 

Ride Story

Europa Park: Rust Germany

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europa-Park


Ride Story
- Each of the vehicles will take different paths 

through Venice to confuse security forces 
while stealing the art.

- The art is in one of the vehicles, but no one 
knows which one. The only goal is to make 
the escape.

- The boarding station will be designed to 
match various backstage facilities for the 
museum.

- The land station will be themed to the 
museum’s warehouse/storage room 
with street access to a back alley

- The sea station is themed to an 
underground base/dock

- The air station will be themed to an 
upper rooftop area of the museum 
hidden by other buildings

Boat House Aesthetic

Venice Facade Scenes 

Warehouse Aesthetic 



Ride Story
- At the end of the ride, the plan will be declared 

a success and the vehicle with the art and the 
specific piece will be revealed.

- The specific piece will appear digitally and be a 
parody of real life art from European artists.

- The guests will disembark into another Puffino 
base. There, they can see their on-ride photo as 
a shot from a security camera obtained through 
hacking. They will be encouraged to “acquire” a 
more clear version of the photo.

- The guests will exit through a maze of shelves 
into the Vehicles Through Venice Tours Gift 
Shop, a gift shop that is a front for Puffino 
vehicle operations

“Security camera shot” of the Sea Vehicle riders 

Stolen art revealed as a 
parody of real art



- The attraction’s ride layout follows 

closely with the design philosophy 

of modern “dueling” type roller 

coasters. 

- Many of the track elements 

perform acrobatic interactions 

with each other. 

- The attraction contains various 

slow moving shows scenes split 

amongst gravity oriented sections 

similar to Hagrid's, Big Thunder 

and Seven Dwarfs Mine Ride.

Attraction Design

West Coast Racers: SFMM

Racing Coaster: Epic Universe

Twisted Colossus: SFMM

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Coast_Racers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal%27s_Epic_Universe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twisted_Colossus


- The first system is a land vehicle where guests will be placed 

in motor vehicles riding along the surface streets. The 

hardware is envisioned to be a powered vehicle from 

Dynamic Attractions or a family launch coaster from Intamin 

or Vekoma. The track layout will focus on banking turns, 

airtime hills for a moderately intense experience. 

- Has a moderate level of intensity with a fairly low height 

requirement.

Attraction Design — Land

Mad Ramp Peak: Genting Skyworld

Land Vehicle Concept Art

Hagrid's Motorbike Adventure: Islands of Adventure Radiator Springs Racers: DCA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genting_SkyWorlds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagrid%27s_Magical_Creatures_Motorbike_Adventure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiator_Springs_Racers


- The second ride will be a water vehicle similar to 

Mack Rides Rocking Boat concept taking place in 

the Venice canals. Riders will experience a variety 

high speed turns providing moments of sustained 

lateral g-force. 

- Has the lowest level of intensity and height 

requirement to be the most approachable 

experience.

Attraction Design —  Sea

Prototype Rocking Boat 

https://coasternation.com/mack-rides-unveils-new-rocking-boat-concept/


- The third ride will simulate the experience 
of flying around on a glider or jetpack and 
use Vekoma’s second generation flying 
coaster system. Similar to F.L.Y at 
Phantasialand, the attraction will weave 
through buildings, around show scenes 
and alongside the other two ride systems. 
The elements of the attraction will feature 
a variety of forceful inversions, banked 
turns and air-time hills.

- Has high intensity and a more restrictive 
height requirement by necessity. Intended 
for the most daring guests.

Attraction Design

F.L.Y: Phantasialand 

Air Vehicle Concept Art

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FLY-Train-1.jpg


Track Layout

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=340YjhLpQkI&t=60s 

- The NoLimits2 models used do not 
completely reflect the coaster 
models planned for the actual 
attraction. Rather, they stand in for 
the intended models.

- This video shows the general shape, 
timing, interactions, and launch 
sections for the three tracks.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=340YjhLpQkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=340YjhLpQkI&t=60s


- Scene 1:  Alley 1, Service Road

- Land: Exit the museum storage 

Enter alleyway prior to police 

discovery.  

- Sea:  Load up the artifacts and exit 

the dock into a canal tunnel. 

- Air: Exit the rooftop into the 

elevated launch.

- Scene 2:  Venice Streets 1

- Land: Escape the museum onto a 

main road.

- Air: Launch into higher altitude 

overlooking the city below.

- Scene 3: Alley 2, Farmers Market

- Land / Air: Enter an alley with a 

farmers market, spot a police car 

who becomes suspicious. 

Attraction Scenes Ideas

- Land: 
- Air: 
- Sea:



- Scene 4:  Venice Streets 2
- Ride vehicles launch out of the 

alley and out of sight dodging 
fruit carts and obstacles. 

- Scene 5: Venice Streets 2 cont.
- Escape down another lightly 

populated section of venice 
- Scene 6: Lagoon Combat

- Enter a large lagoon with a 
police helicopter who spots all 
three vehicles.

- The air vehicle fires a shot at 
the helicopter causing a large 
pyrotechnic explosion.

Attraction Scenes Ideas

- Land: 
- Air: 
- Sea:



- Scene 7: Venice Streets 3 
- All three vehicles escape down a 

main highway out of the narrow 
streets of the Venice

- Outdoor high speed section does not 
have any traditional show scenes.

- The sea vehicle speeds through canals 
and under bridges, the air vehicle flies 
along buildings, and the land vehicle 
traverses roads and jumps onto building 
rooftops.

- Scene 8: Secret Safehouse
- Vehicles enter the Puffino 

safehouse prior to disembarkment.

Attraction Scenes Ideas

- Land: 
- Air: 
- Sea:



Special Effects
- Use of practical sets rather than 

projection mapping.

- Projected skybox for use in the rooftop 

station and indoor show scenes.

- Animatronic police vehicles, 

helicopters, fruit carts and civilians

- Forced perspective to simulate high 

altitude flight.

- Pyrotechnics, smoke, pneumatics, and 

sound for simulated combat scenes.

- Speakers embedded into ride vehicles 

to provide action music and event 

sound effects.

Radiator Springs Racers: Disney

E.T Adventure: Universal Orlando

Peter Pan's Flight: Disney

iMAX Projection

Kongfrontation: Universal 
Orlando

Pirates of the Caribbean: Disney

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiator_Springs_Racers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.T._Adventure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Pan%27s_Flight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kongfrontation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kongfrontation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirates_of_the_Caribbean_(attraction)


Operations
- Each layout consists of seven 

identical block zones
- Separate unload and load stations 
- Expect three trains per layout
- Ride cycle times: 110 seconds 
- Load time: 60 seconds
- 21 cycles per hour
- Capacity per train

- Land: 12 riders
- Sea: 16 riders
- Air: 20 riders

- Estimated Capacity per hour (3 
trains):

- Land: 756 pp / per hour
- Sea:  1008 pp / per hour
- Air:  1260 pp / per hour



Dining Options

- Ristorante Adriatico
- A table service restaurant with a sophisticated, Venetian theme.

- Specializes in the cuisines of places surrounding the Adriatic Sea.

- Bigoli in salsa

- Risotto al nero di seppia

- Also features standard Italian fare such as pasta and focaccia.

- Pasticceria Dorata
- A quick service restaurant themed to Venetian pastry shops.

- Specializes in desserts commonly served in Venice.

- Zaeti

- Fugassa

- Also serves Italian coffee and espresso drinks.

Risotto al nero di seppia

Zaeti



Shopping

- Boutique Dell’alba
- A store with the quaint atmosphere of artisan shops in 

Venice.
- Sells collectors items such as framed artwork, sculptures, and 

prints.
- Replicas of Galleria dell’Innovazione pieces are available.

- Vehicles Through Venice Tour Gift Shop
- Functions as a gift shop at the exit for Triplo Colpo.
- Sells Triplo Colpo and park memorabilia.
- Themed to a tourist trap in Venice that has secret entrances 

to Puffino bases.
- The vehicle tours provide a front for the Puffino’s use of 

vehicles in heists.

Theme concept for Boutique Dell’alba



- Theming, $100 million

- Ride hardware, $300 million

- Combined estimate, $400 - $500 million

- Other Attraction Estimates

- F.L.Y. (Phantasialand), $35 million in 2020

- Radiator Springs Racers (Disney California Adventure), $200 million in 2012

- Jurassic Park: The Ride (Universal Studios Hollywood), $110 million in 1996

- Hagrid's Motorbike Adventure (Universal Orlando), $300 million in 2019

Estimated Cost



- Develop an immersive attraction 

concept with a plethora of lore and 

story. 

- Expand upon the technique of 

“dueling” roller coaster layouts 

with specialty ride hardware.

- Express potential for high theme, 

high thrill attractions.

Goal

Architectural Inspiration

Ferrari World: Abu Dubai

https://www.artstation.com/artwork/eJaOGb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrari_World_Abu_Dhabi
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